Release Notes for 2/23/2015 WISEid Production Release (WISEid Core Apps Sprint 78)
Feature Title

Notes

STAFF: BUG Performance Issue Historical Person
Download

Fix to performance problem for large
school districts using the Historical
Person Download.

WISEid: Fix DPIMaster.School table / job

Data source needed for the rest of
school related info for dropdowns and
details.

WISEid: Bug: Refactor Person history tables to improve
query time

Fixed a performance issue with audit
history information.

STAFF: Validate Staff Data should be limited to only
hiring agency records

Validations were displaying for both
work and hiring agencies. Fixed so
validation is locked to each selected
hiring agency.

STAFF: Invalid grades message for Early Childhood and
removal in Assignment UI save

Notification when an assignment is
Early Childhood they indicate they
teach greater than 2nd grade. Also,
notifies removes any grade levels
reported that are out of range in UI.

WISEid: Match Review - include Alias from upload

Match Review was not displaying
aliases that had been uploaded to
WISEid by LEAs. Aliases can be used
by LEA reviewers to determine a
match.

WISEid: Results Errors and Potential Matches buttons make look more clickable

Made the buttons on the Results
screen the same bold blue with white
font format when a button can be
clicked.

STAFF: Bug Upload Assignment without contract fault

Fixed so an assignment can be
uploaded when a person doesn’t have
a contract. Before it would just result in
a fault error.

WISEid: Add Google Analytics to Web Apps

Added Google Analytics support to the
WISEid application to track usage.

STAFF: Contract field Label change - District Experience
to Local Experience

Contract District Experience is now
Local Experience everywhere in the
WISEid application.

STAFF: Validation- Fringe Benefits

Validation for Contract Fringe Benefits.

STAFF- Long Term Substitute dynamic question

Added the Assignment Long Term
Substitute question to only the correct
assignments

STAFF: Validation- Contracts without Assignments

Validation to notify hiring agency when
Contracts exist without any
assignments.

STAFF- Grades dynamic question UI

More logic to make the grades
question appear only when required
based on assignments and working
LEA.

STAFF: Validation- Is contract salary final field

Validation on the question if the
contract salary is final yet question.

STAFF: Validation- Bilingual Program

Validation for the Assignment Bilingual
Program question.

STAFF: Validation- Highest Degree

Most of the Contract highest degree
validation. Next sprint will be the final
work on this validation.

STAFF: Validation- NCLB_ENGLISH

Validation for the Assignment NCLB
English question.

STAFF: Validation- NCLB_MATH

Validation for the Assignment NCLB
Math question.

STAFF: Validation- NCLB_SCIENCE

Validation for the Assignment NCLB
Science question.

STAFF: Validation- NCLB SOCIAL STUDIES

Validation for the Assignment NCLB
Social Studies.

STAFF: BUG NCLB English Code 00

Fixed bug stopping Assignment
uploads when “00” or “0” was uploaded
in NCLB English field.

WISEid: BUG SQL changes needed to load missing
Students into WISEid

We found that a significant number of
WSLS students were missing from the
WISEid system. We fixed the data
import process to allow a lot more
students that were missing. We will
implement even more fixes next sprint
to get the remainder of students
missing.

